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ABSTRACT- Prediction of traffic accidents has an 

important meaning in improving of road safety. Models of 

traffic accidents prediction can help for finding accident 

causes and to reduce the number of accidents. The purpose 

of this paper is to build a fuzzy logic model for prediction 

of traffic accidents in Albania. In this model are used six 

input parameters: annual average daily traffic (AADT), road 

width (rw), speed (sp) defined as the distance per unit of 

time, number of minor access (ma) along the street over the 

length of the street in kilometers, road surface condition as 

percentage (pm), and the percentile of sign per kilometers 

of road (sj). The output of the model is the annual all 

accidents (AAA) that is defined as the number of all 

accidents occurring on the road in a defined time interval of 

a day per kilometer length of road. 

This model is applied for seven roads in Albania. The 

results are discussed and taken the main conclusions of this 

paper. Here fuzzy logic toolbox of MATLAB is used.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Accidents cause injuries, death and material damage over 

the world creating many social and economic problems. In 

this paper, a fuzzy logic model is built to predict the 

accidents in Albania. Fuzzy logic model is proved to be 

suitable to deal uncertainty phenomena. Many factors such 

as traffic, people and environmental conditions cause 

accidents. Some of these factors may be static (geometry of 

the road) and some others may be dynamic (traffic). The 

main purpose of this paper is to show the environmental 

factors of the traffic accidents. The most effective factors 

are presented as the “input variables” of the fuzzy logic 

model. Road and traffic conditions are two factors that have 

a greater impact on traffic accidents. By studying these 

factors, the number of accidents may be reduced [1]. 

Driss et al. [2] solved the traffic accidents problem using 

fuzzy logic who defined the degree of exposure to road 

accident’s risk by using traffic accident prediction system 

based on fuzzy logic. 

Wahaballa et al. [3] used multiple regression analysis in 

their study traffic accident analysis and modeling for upper 

Egypt rural roads. They defined the most influential 

variables on traffic accidents. Their results showed that the 

percentage of accidents is inversely related with the width 

of the road and is directly related with the number of 

entrances to the road, and percentage of trucks. 

Rokade et al. [4] by using multiple linear regression, built 

an accident prediction model. The input variables of the 

model were traffic volume, lighting conditions, speed, road 

shoulder width, road cross section dimensions, traffic 

signals and traffic signs. The number of accidents was the 

output of their model. Their model gave good results. 

Rengarasu et al. [5] analyzed the seasonal changes on 

vehicle collisions on a rural two lane road and effects of 

road geometry. By using Poisson – regression models, they 

built a segmented accident database based on traffic 

accident analysis system. 

Meng et al. [6] used fuzzy logic model for studying road 

accident frequencies with different traffic and road 

conditions. They selected AADT and traffic load calculated 

by volume/capacity as the prominent influence factors by 

the model. 

Ghanbari et al. [7] created a decision support system to 

choose the kind of intelligent transportation system for the 

highways by using fuzzy logic model. They applied the 

model for two highways. Their model gave good results. 

Zaied et al. [8] solved the problem of accidents at 

intersection by using fuzzy logic. They built a fuzzy logic 

traffic system for isolated signalized intersections and 

which is able for changing signal timings according to 

situation level. 

In this paper are used six input parameters: annual average 

daily traffic (AADT), road width (rw), speed (sp) defined as 

the distance per unit of time, number of minor access (ma) 

along the street over the length of the street in kilometers, 

road surface condition as percentage (pm), and the 

percentile of sign per kilometers of road (sj). The output of 

the model is the annual all accidents (AAA) that is defined 

as the number of all accidents occurring on the road in a 

defined time interval of a day per kilometer length of road 

[1]. 

The built model is applied based on the data collected for 

one year (2018) in seven roads of Albania such as Elbasan – 

Librazhd road, Plepa – Rrogozhine road, Lushnje – Fier 

road, Pogradec – Korce road, Vore – Fushe Kruje road, 

Tirane – Kashar road, and Kamez – Fushe Kruje road. 

II. FUZZY LOGIC 

Fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets were developed for representing, 

changing, and applying uncertain information and for 
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developing a system to deal with uncertainty and 

imprecision in real-world applications [9]. Fuzzy logic 

systems secure an effective and accurate method to describe 

human perceptions. The theory of fuzzy logic provides a 

mathematical power to catch the uncertainties such as 

thinking and reasoning [10].  

Some of the basic characteristics of fuzzy logic are given as 

follow [11]: 

 Exact reasoning is considered as a limiting case of 

approximate reasoning.  

 Knowledge is explained a collection of elastic. 

 Inference is considered as a process of spread of 

elastic constraints.  

 Any logical system may be fuzzified. Moreover, there 

are also two main characteristics of fuzzy systems: 

 Fuzzy systems are convenient for uncertain or approximate 

reasoning. 

 Fuzzy logic permits decision making with estimated 

values by incomplete or uncertain information.   

There are two fuzzy models used in practice such as 

Mamdani fuzzy model and Sugeno fuzzy model. In this 

paper is used Mamdani fuzzy model. 

A. Mamdani Fuzzy Model 

The Mamdani fuzzy model use the linguistic variables for 

describing the process states and use these variables as 

input for controlling rules. The terms of the linguistic 

variables are fuzzy sets with given shape. The most used 

shapes are the trapezoidal or triangular fuzzy set but other 

shapes are possible. Mamdani Fuzzy model can be 

formulated in five steps as follow [12]; 

 Fuzzify input: define all fuzzy statements in the 

antecedent and get a degree of membership between 0 

and 1. 

 Apply fuzzy operator to multiple part antecedents: use 

the fuzzy logic operators and reselect the antecedent to 

a single number between 0 and 1.  

 Apply implication method: use the degree of support 

for the rule for shaping the output fuzzy set. 

 Aggregate all Outputs: combine all the fuzzy sets that 

show the outputs of each rule. 

 Defuzzify: defuzzify the aggregate output fuzzy set in 

a single number. 

III. STUDY AREA 

Albania is a parliamentary constitutional republic  that is 

located in southeast Europe. It has an area of 28,748 km2. 

Its northernmost point is Vërmosh, the southernmost 

is Konispol, the westernmost point is Sazan, and the 

easternmost point is Vërnik . The highest point is Mount 

Korab with a height of  2,753 m. Albania has continental 

climate with four distinct seasons. Its population is very 

young compared to the European Union and the region of 

southeast Europe. The official language of the country 

is Albanian. 

 

Figure 1: Physical map of Albania 

      Figure 2: A sketch of roads in study 

In this paper we have studied the prediction of road 

accidents based on the data collected for one year (2018) in 

seven roads of Albania such as Elbasan – Librazhd road , 

Plepa – Rrogozhine road , Lushnje – Fier road, Pogradec – 

Korce road, Vore – Fushe Kruje road, Tirane – Kashar road, 

and Kamez – Fushe Kruje road. 

IV. DESIGN STEPS 

A. Fuzzy Inference System 

The Figure 3 shows the Mamdani FIS model that we have 

used for our system. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parliamentary_republic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitutional_republic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V%C3%ABrmosh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Konispol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sazan_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V%C3%ABrnik
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Korab
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Official_language
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Figure 3: Mamdani FIS Model 

Furthermore, the above figure shows the inputs and output 

of our system. They are explained below in detail. 

B. Input 

The input variables of our model are: annual average daily 

traffic (AADT), road width (rw), speed (sp), number of 

minor access (ma) along the street over the length of the 

street in kilometers, road surface condition as percentage 

(pm), and the percentile of sign per kilometers of road (sj). 

Membership functions of inputs are shown as Fig.4, Fig.5, 

Fig.6, Fig.7, Fig.8  and Fig.9 [1]. 

 

Figure 4:  Membership Function of Input Variable AADT 

 

Figure 5: Membership Function of Input Variable “pm” 

 
Figure 6: Membership Function of Input Variable “sp” 

 
Figure 7: Membership Function of Input Variable “ma” 

 
Figure 8: Membership Function of Input Variable “sj” 

 
Figure 9: Membership Function of Input Variable “rw” 

C. Output 

Figure 10 shows the output of our designed system, the 

annual all accidents (AAA) that is defined as the number of 

all accidents occurring on the road in a defined time interval 

of a day per kilometer length of road [1]. 

 
Figure 10: Membership Function of Output Variable AAA. 

D. Design Rules 

Figure 11 shows the Rule Viewer that represents all inputs, 

outputs, and IF-THEN rules of our model. The following 

figure shows the case when AADT=15000, pm=0.425, 

sp=55, ma=1, sj=0.425, rw=7.5. For these values of the 

input variables the fuzzy model predicts the output variable 

AAA=2.5. 
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Figure 11: Rule Viewer 

Figure 12 shows the Surface Viewer. This figure shows the 

output variable AAA and accuracy of fuzzy rules with 

respect to various combinations of input variables. In this 

case are presented input variables rw and sp.  

Figure 12: Surface Viewer 

V.  RESULTS 

In this study, to construct fuzzy model are used: annual 

average daily traffic (AADT), road width (rw), speed (sp), 

number of minor access (ma) along the street over the 

length of the street in kilometers, road surface condition as 

percentage (pm), the percentile of sign per kilometers of 

road (sj), and the annual all accidents (AAA). These data 

are taken for one year (2018) in seven roads of Albania 

such as Elbasan – Librazhd road, Plepa – Rrogozhine road, 

Lushnje – Fier road, Pogradec – Korce road, Vore – Fushe 

Kruje road, Tirane – Kashar road, and Kamez – Fushe 

Kruje road, and are presented respectively in Table 1, Table 

2, Table 3, Table 4, Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7. The 

Fuzzy model was constructed according to Mamdani type. 

To develop the Mamdani FIS model are used 

3x2x2x2x2x2=96 mechanical rules.  
 

 

 

 

Table 1:  Elbasan – Librazhd Road 

 

Table 2:  Plepa – Rrogozhine Road 

 

Table 3: Lushnje – Fier Road 

 

Table 4: Pogradec – Korce Road 
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Table 5:  Vore – Fushe Kruje Road 

 

Table 6:  Tirane – Kashar Road 

 

Table 7: Kamez – Fushe Kruje Road 

 

VI.    CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper is presented a model for the prediction of 

traffic accidents that can be used effectively for transport 

management, planning, and safety assessment at any time. 

The aim of the analysis is to build an accident prediction 

model and consideration of factors that contribute to the 

occurrence of traffic accidents using data for Elbasan – 

Librazhd road, Plepa – Rrogozhine road, Lushnje – Fier 

road, Pogradec – Korce road, Vore – Fushe Kruje road, 

Tirane – Kashar road, and Kamez – Fushe Kruje road. 

In this study is applied fuzzy inference system based in 

traffic accident prediction algorithm. This model was built 

using AADT, rw, ma, sj, sp and pm as input variables and 

AAA as an output variable. The factors that affect in the 

increase of safety and the reduction of the phenomenon of 

traffic accidents based on the model that have built, being 

ranked according to their importance are: ma (It is 

necessary to fully control the side entrances), AADT (It is 

necessary to reduce annual average daily traffic), rw (It is 

necessary to increase the road width), sp (It is necessary to 

reduce the speed on the road), sj (It is necessary to increase 

the efficiency of traffic signs), and pm (It is necessary to 

repair defects of the road surface).  
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